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Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: WHO'S VIOLENT?            
Posted: April 11,1996  01:21:07 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: THOMAS WRIGHT (GXLS17A) 
 
The figures that you question are from the State of          
California. Ironicly, the CA Dept. of Education, a major     
source of the statistics that you call falacious, is a major 
advocate of these immigrant children. In fact they have been 
very relucant to share them because they dramaticly reveal   
data that outrage most reasonable people..ie Prop. 187.      
Anyway, we do share the same regard statistics. We are in a  
loop, we are in a loop, we are in a loop, we are in a        
loop....Thanks...hope to chat with you in another forum      
soon, I really have enjoyed our discussions...best regards,  
                                                             
TW                                                           
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To: THOMAS WRIGHT (GXLS17A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
Thomas, I share with Mark Twain the observance that "there   
are lies, damned lies and statistics."  I don't trust        
anything the government says, from the number of Viet Cong   
dead to who gave what order at Ruby Ridge. They have a       
vestwd interest in misleading the People...just wait 'til    
the stock market crashes, you'll see what I mean.  And       
various special interests will twist and distort "facts" and 
"figures" to advance their own agenda.  I'm a Missourian,    
you have to show me.                                         
                                                             
We need to step back and view the larger picture, not become 
so emotionally ininlved that we lose sight that this is      
America, a Nation completely different than any others.  One 
of our attributes is we are generous and forgiving.  Look at 
how we treated former enemies defeated in wars.  We don't    
need statistics about the Marshall Plan to know what kind of 
People we are, but if we forget what it is that makes us     
Americans we just degenerate into being mere citizens of the 
New World Order.                                             
                                                             
The immigration problem is a transient event in our long     
term History.  These People come here because there is a     
demand for their services.  If we simply set up booths at    
the border, examined the incoming workers and sent them in   



an organized manner to employers who had previously          
registered their needs for workers, so much pressure can be  
taken off the People and institutions involved that the      
social costs will plummet.  Regulation and intelligent       
management of the situation will do wonders to relieve the   
negative aspects that you decry.                             
                                                             
Then, when the corrupt government of Mexico finally falls    
and the average Mexican has opportunities in his own country 
that he never dreamed of, we will have to BEG some of them   
to come back to do the jobs that need doing.  I have said    
this repeatedly in my posts:  The individual immigrant is    
not the problem.  The ruling class is, on BOTH sides of the  
border.  You seem to agree with this but obviously prefer    
to attack the easy target.  It does no good to fall into the 
trap set by the Washington/Wall Street Axis.  The ruling     
class wants you to hate these People because if you tried to 
help them you'd be in opposition to Wall Street and they     

�deeply fear any pposition that sees clearly who is the real 
enemy of America.  They keep things stirred up on the local  
level hoping folks will take the easy way of hatred and      
ignorance because traits like that make People easier to     
control and manipulate.  If we oppose the lowly immigrant    
then we don't oppose his tormentor, the ruling classes. By   
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Thomas, Linda's facts about the radicals may be correct but  
she's trying to make a mountain out of a mole hill.  The     
group she describes doesn't have a widespread following.     
She uses them as a straw man to knock down all Latinos.      
This is not fair.  In a society of a quarter-billion we can  
expect to hear every possible shade of opinion.  But to      
condemn all white People because of the KKK or all Blacks    
because of Farrakhan is unfair as well.                      
                                                             
There are a million Americans currently behind bars.  Many   
are white and many are black, but most are criminals. We     
are a crime ridden society; what the criminals among the     
"illegals" do is not unique.  A certain percentage of every  
group has criminal tendencies but this is still a very small 
percentage.  And many of the crimes "illegals" commit are of 
the same variety that hoboes did in the depression.  We      
survived that crisis and we'll survive the current crisis IF 
we remain true to our God-given Humanity.                    
                                                             
But if we bully the weak and turn away the beggar we are     
denying the very traits that made us a great Nation: "With   



malice toward none, and charity for all," is what put        
America apart from the venal world. We should preserve this  
noble tradition, not abandon it and we should endeavor to    
live up to our ideals because ideals are what makes us       
America.                                                     
                                                             
The blame goes deeper than just the government.  The current 
government is no longer organizing a democratic economy for  
the whole populace, but is serving, and serving with dis-    
tinction, the Wall Street oligarchy.  Money talks and        
politicians listen.  Washington and Wall Street go hand in   
hand and now they want to yoke the rest of us to their New   
World Order.                                                 
                                                             
Are you sure that California's decline can't be traced more  
readily to Prop 13?  After all, prior to 1978 there wasn't   
anywhere near the fiscal problems you describe.  But once    
services started getting cut, the problems festered and      
increased.  Instead of having the funds to keep problems     
nipped in the bud, and the quality of life high,             
Californians voted their most narrow interests. Ben Franklin 
said "an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure," and  
with 18 years of hindsight we can see the cure will cost a   
ton.                                                         
                                                             
Is it true what I heard that Californians won't even support 
their own school system?  That they have to be bribed with   
get rich quick schemes like the lottery to give any money    
for public education?  The justifications for the lottery    
and Prop 13 had nothing to do with immigrants but everything 
to do with greed. Californians apparently have short         
memories.  Greed has become good in the Golden State. The    
motto used to be "I found it," but has lately become: "I     
grabbed my share and you can't have any or my Gestapo will   
arrest, try and execute you on the side of the nearest       
road."                                                       
                                                             
I think Americans are better than this.                      
And re "invasion," now you know how the Indians must've fe   
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Thomas,  I certainly understand your concerns but it seems   
you're too narrowly focused.  You see a single tree and      
think its the whole forest.  There are many other radical    
transformations of society going on that are far more subtle 
and far more dangerous than migrant workers.                 
                                                             



The facts and figures prove, for example, that the trad-     
itional family structure has broken down to the point that   
many families think its perfectly ok to have kids and them   
shunt them off to daycare so the mother can work.  Sometimes 
families do this so they can afford luxuries like BMWs and   
Volvos, but more often it is an economic necessity for the   
mother to work.                                              
                                                             
It wasn't like this 30-40 years ago.  After we fought WWII   
to preserve our way of life, our way of life was radically   
changed in a way that benefitted the wealthy.  Average       
families that once enjoyed a middle-class lifestyle on a     
single income found they had to neglect the children just    
to make ends meet.  Instead of a child being nurtured all    
day everyday by its mother for the first five years of life, 
many kids now spend their formative years in the "care" of   
strangers who get paid to warehouse America's most precious  
assets just like a parking lot attendant gets paid to watch  
your car.  This economic environment inhibits normal family  
bonding and kids grow up believing its more important to     
possess material things than to form stable relationships.   
                                                             
This is why the divorce rate has skyrocketed.  Because       
wealth has been concentrated into ever fewer hands the ever  
increasing numbers of Americans must scramble just to keep   
pace.  This new economic climate leaves families little time 
or inclination to organize and oppose their new masters. The 
New World Order leaves no room for the vast majority of      
decent, hard-working Americans to live a life-style that     
previous generations had grown accustomed to.                
Big media encourages this radical transformation by con-     
stantly propagandizing that women should neglect their       
families so they can work and thus become better consumers   
of the products advertised in big media.                     
                                                             
Don't worry about the "class" aspects of this arguement,     
Thomas.  The disparity of the classes has always been THE    
big problem in America but the rulers have always sought to  
portray the problem as one of race, and now "illegals."  The 
ruling class wants everyone else to be at each other's       
throats beause if we're fighting, we ain't uniting.  The     
ruling class wants to eat the cake and have it too while     
preventing everyone else from getting a fair slice.          
                                                             
It is Latinos who best exemplify traditional American values 
today, even those who are not citizens.  I'm sure you have   
statistics that show the highest rate of single income       
families is in the Latino community.  They still believe in  
home values and they still believe in the work ethic.  Your  
statistics should show the dollar amount of money earned by  
"illegals" that goes back to their extended families in      
Mexico.  An entire family can live a year on the remittance  
of just six months "slaving" here and if it wasn't for this  
income millions of poor Mexicans would revolt and finally    
bring about the change you and me both want.  Gov. Wilson is 
not as far sighted but his policy of sealing the border and  
deporting "illegals" will help accomplish that end.          
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Thomas,                                                      
                                                             
The "depressing impact on wages" is far more pronounced in   
the influence of tens of millions of third world residents   
churning out  cheap little consumer items such as those      
hawked at Wal-Mart.  Americans used to produce virtually     
everything they consumed, a situation quite good for the     
economy as a whole.                                          
                                                             
However, today's corporate culture doesn't care about the    
good of the economy as a whole.  Everything the corporate    
state does is keyed to increasing its power and profits and  
damn the greater good.  The rich are getting richer and the  
poor are...getting guns? (Its a variant of Pat's "peasants   
with pitchforks" heading for Washington...displaced workers  
with Uzis heading for Wall Street.)                          
                                                             
Wall Street spends a fortune protecting its place.  Its      
apologists are everywhere.  Lobbyists, Madison Avenue, Big   
Media and even the once somber groves of Academia are now    
just fecund fields fertilized with Wall Street's money.      
                                                             
To protect its position Wall Street leaves no stone unturned 
and no red herring undeployed.  Diverting the public's       
attention from Wall Street's pernicious and self justifying  
power is a necessity of grave importance to their continued  
hegemony.                                                    
                                                             
Thus we see People who are totally poor and powerless being  
portrayed as devious conspirators out to destroy truth,      
justice and the American Way. Its the old BIG LIE technique. 
If you're wealthy and connected you can easily blame (or     
frame) a totally innocent party for you own crimes.  Have    
you been looting the country, stealing our rights, treating  
with foreign ruling classes and SUPERVISING while our        
collective standard of living and quality of life goes       
plunging down the tubes, and don't want anyone to know it?   
                                                             
Just BLAME THE VICTIMS!  Create a firestorm of negative      
stories, wrap yourself in the flag and go on a witch-hunt!   
There are plenty of bigots and fools who will follow you.    
And they'll be so blinded by emotion they wouldn't recognize 
the truth if it bit them on the chin!                        
                                                             



Migrants have no power.  But they sure can be manipulated to 
increase the power of those who are the true enemy of        
America.  Incidents like this are used to justify continued  
misuse of law enforcement power.  There are those who abhor  
flagrant abuse of Americans by Federal Law Enforcement at    
Waco and Ruby Ridge who then turn a blind eye when the local 
gun and badge comes down on People of color.                 
                                                             
We must abide by certain principles, that all People (even   
tourists) have the same rights as anyone else in this        
country.  And if you've read the Declaration of Independence 
you'll know that these are inalienable rights that extend    
far beyond our borders.                                      
                                                             
The last thing the ruling classes of Mexico and the United   
States want is the oppressed People of Mexico rising up and  
getting rid of the ruling class like we did on July 4, 1776. 
                                                             
The ruling class keeps us fearful and hostile and pleading   
for their "protection," but the only security we get is that 
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Thomas,  Its always important to put things in their proper  
perspective and look at them in an unemotional manner.       
                                                             
There is a difference, a BIG difference, between criminals   
who come here to commit crimes and People who come here to   
work.  Even if undocumented workers are technically          
"illegal," their basic impulse is to work, to save and send  
their earnings back to their families and to endure the kind 
of hardships suffered by our own Pioneers who traveled       
across and settled Lands once owned by Mexico.               
                                                             
Most undocumented workers are not bad People.  They are just 
stuck between a rock (the Mexican ruling class) and a hard   
place (American public opinion.)                             
                                                             
The vast majority, both today and historically, have been    
honest and hardworking with their "crime" basically a white- 
collar crime, one of the "victimless" variety that many      
Americans commit.  Indeed, these Peopleleave been encouraged 
to come here and work "illegally" by business for many       
DECADES and now the rug is suddenly being pulled out leaving 
many with no place to go.                                    
                                                             
But the sleazebag politicians won't even attempt to make an  
honest distinction but instead go for the easy appeal to     



harder instincts.  They are willing to insult the American   
intelligence and violate common decency for some cheap       
publicity. The number of criminals is small but Wison and    
company have folks believing its the way ALL Mexican         
migrants are.                                                
                                                             
Check social security records and find out how much money    
has been put in the accounts of "illegals" using phony #'s   
and who will never get it back.  Why not divert that cash to 
help pay for services?  Remember what Castro did with the    
Mariel boatlift of '80?  He emptied prisons and mental wards 
and dumped them on Uncle Sucker.  The corrupt Mexican        
ruling class has done the same.  We deport criminals after   
their terms are up and the next day they're back in.  The    
negotiators of NAFTA didn't demand the Mexican government    
assume responsibility for the returned crooks because they   
were so focused on helping U.S. corporations reap big        
profits they allowed the Mexican government to steal the     
store. "Illegals" are not the enemy of America.  There have  
been "illegals" for decades.  What's new is NAFTA and FIFTY  
BILLION DOLLAR bailouts of the corrupt Mexican ruling class. 
                                                             
The "illegal" situation is being used as a smokescreen to    
keep impassioned eyes diverted from the criminal alliance    
between the Mexican and American ruling classes.             
                                                             
A wise old saying goes well here:  If you owe the bank a     
thousand dollars its your problem. If you owe the bank a     
million dollars its the bank's problem.                      
                                                             
Well, U.S. banks have a BIG problem because $50,000,000,000  
is BIG money (as Ev Dirkson might say.)  And We the People   
have a BIG problem because "our" government willingly and    
with complete knowledge put us in this situation and it will 
be the People, not the banks, and certainly not the          
politicians who'll have to get us out.  The smirking         
Mexican ruling class snookered us into this no-win situation 
and they think the threat of default will keep US in line.   
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From: CASEY MANNIX (BPTR39D) 
 
 Oh yeah and are they going to keep their garbage from       
trespassing on our border? I don't think we have the time to 
hope for another revolution a la Pancho Villa, instead we    
have to build a wall with barbed wire and machine gun posts. 
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Why don't Clinton and Bush and  Dole and Gingrich move down  
there, if they love NAFTA so much?                           
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We need to be aware that "our" government is actually        
Wall Street's.  (They were the highest bidder.)              
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If there weren't a demand for the "illegal's" services there 
would be no supply.  People have come here for centuries     
because of the oppression, both political and economic, they 
suffer in their home countries.                              
                                                             
Most countries don't have the political and economic system  
that we did that created this great Nation. For the past 50  
years the U.S. government has broken faith with the ideals   
of freedom by supporting authoritarian regimes, especially   
in the Americas.  The rationale for this was the cold war    
need to keep the communists from encroaching in this hemi-   
sphere, but that menace is now dead, and with it the need to 
support criminal governments South of the Border. But the    
U.S. government has revealed itself to be criminal by con-   
tinuing to conspire with Latin American governments.         
                                                             
Part of this conspiracy is the long standing agreement to    
take in excess Latin population in order to relieve pressure 
on those governments that may lead to Revolution.  Instead   



of trying to alter the political/economic system that cause  
Latin poverty "our" government props up these governments by 
lending money and other support which legitimizes the very   
kind of conditions against which we revolted in 1776.  If    
our system is so successful (and it is) why don't we try to  
export it so oppressive Latin governments can be more like   
"We the People?"                                             
                                                             
Because we don't, we can reasonably assume that the U.S.     
government is more concerned about the well being and        
further enrichment of wealthy people both here and abroad    
than it is about the vast majority of American citizens.     
                                                             
Pete Wilson as a Senator was the #1 friend of Latin refuges  
doing all he could for his "contributors" in agri-business   
and sweat shops to bring in cheap labor.  But when his       
policies became excessive and degenerated into massive       
illegal immigration he bailed and became virulently anti-    
Mexican.  But he is too dishonest to admit that it is the    
corrupt policies of the Mexican ruling class in conjunction  
with the Washington/Wall Street Axis that causes the         
immigrants to want/need to come in the first place.          
                                                             
An equitable distribution of land and wealth in Mexico will  
solve the problem, pronto, but that will take a Revolution.  
                                                             
Americans must ask which is better:  Supporting the corrupt  
Mexican ruling class and getting their wretched refuse in    
return, OR supporting a Revolution that will throw out the   
crooks and establish a true free market democracy.           
                                                             
One doesn't have to be from California to be revolted by     
demagogues who appeal to bigotry and ignorance.              
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I don't like "our" government too much these days either...  
                                                             
JC                                                           
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To: CASEY MANNIX (BPTR39D) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
Just one big one.                                            
And it will get rid of the pimps too!                        
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       James,                                                
                                                             
The tape shows the guy was not driving.  He was in the       
middle of the crowd in the back, wearing a light blue jacket 
with a dark patch on back below left shoulder making him     
clearly visible.  He exits the truck behind a guy in red,    
then turns around to help the woman.  I think the police put 
out some disinformation re the "confession" you mention.     
                                                             
The U.S. government is willing to go after Noriega and the   
Columbians because they have no political cover in the U.S.  
but give dope running Mexican police a free ride because     
Wall Street and American politicians are in up to their      
armpits in the sleaze and corruption of Mexico.  The DEA and 
FBI take their orders from the Attorney General who is a     
political apointee who takes orders from the White House     
which needs to keep the sleaze flowing smoothly and out of   
sight.                                                       
                                                             
Agents of the FBI are so cowardly and corrupt that they      
won't investigate high level corruption between the          
Washington/Wall Street Axis and the Mexican ruling class     
because they're terrified if they cross the politicians      
they'd be transfered to some American Siberia like Montana,  
where nothing ever happens.                                  
                                                             
The FBI is just a private security force for the criminals   
in government and big business and its behavior is identical 
to the "Federales," Mexico's notoriously corrupt national    
police.  The FBI closes its eyes to the massive illegal      
activities in Mexico, all the illegal bribes paid by U.S.    
corporations to Mexican officials, because it has been so    
ordered by those who passed NAFTA.                           
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 How many revolutions is it going to take before you people  
are satisfied? Remember Pancho Villa? Personally I couldn't  
 care less what happens in Mexico as long as they keep their 
 trash out this country. As for Wall Street, they  are       
nothing more than pimps who would sell their own mothers for 
an extra buck.                                               
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Barb,                                                        
                                                             
Border check points are put at choke points relatively far   
from the border for a reason.  Anyone can scale a fence, but 
mountains and deserts provide a daunting obstacle.           
                                                             
I agree we need to pull together but when politicians like   
Wilson and Lungren press the hot button Americans dance.     
That's the way we've been trained. Don't demand politicians  
do anything, just get rid of them. Remember 1776.            
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Judith,                                                      
                                                             
The Mexican police act like that because they get away with  
it because the Mexican ruling class allows it and the United 
States government would rather make Mexico safe for          
business, not tourists.  (Wall Street doesn't make a profit  
off tourists.)  Mexico is a corrupt place but the U.S.       
government won't admit it because the U.S. government is     
equally corrupt.                                             
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It wasn't liberals who bailed out the Mexican ruling class,  
it was Wall Street.                                          
                                                             
A little Revolution South of the Border will go a long way   
to fixing the situation.                                     
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Sure.  My head's in the clouds where I get a good birds-eye  
view of things.  And my view tells me the guy who got beat   
had been in the back of the truck.  He was not the driver so 
he did not try to kill anyone.  The woman inside the cab who 
also got beat also was not driving and so also was not       
trying to kill anyone.  But law enforcement no longer cares  
about such technicalities as innocence:  As long as they're  
dark skinned they got it coming.                             
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Who is responsible for drug abuse?                           
The dealers who sell drugs, or the users who buy them?       
If there was no demand there would be no supply.             
Politicians have passed laws to take the cars of drug users. 
This is supposed to be a deterent.                           
The courts have upheld this law.                             
                                                             
If we really want to deter illegal immigration we should     
take the example from the war on drugs and apply it to the   
businesses and individuals who employ illegals.  Confiscate  
the Wall Street owned farms and break them up and sell to    



farm workers and do the same with the million dollar homes   
of those who employ illegals, and we'll dry up the demand    
in no time.                                                  
                                                             
Unfortunately, however, the rich folk who would be affected  
by this plan also own the politicians who write the laws so  
we can expect to see more Temeculas, not fewer illegals.     
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Greg,                                                        
                                                             
Its true we Americans are not well liked around the world,   
but the rest of the world sure likes our money. The banks    
and corporations and the Bush/Clinton Administration get     
together and send jobs and capital to third world dictator-  
ships, draining our economy and putting many Americans out   
of work.                                                     
                                                             
But they are smart enough to mask this treason by manipul-   
ating public opinion by making it look like the undocumented 
worker from Mexico is the wrongdoer.  People like Wilson and 
Dole like to trigger an emotional reaction from the public   
by portraying the very visible economic refugee as the       
enemy when in fact he is a victim.                           
                                                             
The politicians controlled by Wall Street set up this enemy  
to distract the public's attention from the true problem,    
which is the export of jobs and capital.  Most Americans     
don't understand "capital flight" as well as they understand 
an "illegal" climbing over a border fence.  Hence they       
develop a hatred of the Mexicans and demand action be taken  
against them without understanding it is the greedy corpor-  
ate executive looting his company for millions while closing 
down American factories and sending billions overseas who is 
doing the big damage to our society.                         
                                                             
The Mexican ruling class is totally corrupt but it is also   
in total cahoots with our ruling class.  That's why we       
bailed them out $50billion last year.                        
                                                             
And that's why we need Revolutions on both sides of the      
border.  Get rid of the corrupt ruling classes and the vast  
majority of Americans and Mexicans will benefit.             
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960403230228CHHL71AKSNR30A 
 



=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: WHO'S VIOLENT?            
Posted: April 03,1996  20:36:36 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: JUDITH GRACE (BUCS14A) 
 
Ri8ck: As bad as that video was,you should get a video of    
how the Mexican police treat people....They should be clean  
up their own actt. They beat,kill and torture in Mexico. Do  
you remember that undercover drug agent..Remember the young  
man oulled off a tijuana street,and ended up in a voodoo     
pot? Brutality is rampart in Mexico,as well as here...I      
visited Acapulco for over 30 years and i loved it,but the    
police did not play! They kicked "Ask" them....              
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960403203636BUCS14ACHHL71A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: WHO'S VIOLENT?            
Posted: April 03,1996  11:04:19 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: JAMES COLLINS (QPAV05A) 
 
You've got your head up you know where.  The helicopter      
reported how fast they were going.  But I guess it's still   
ok that they tried to murder other drivers by hitting their  
cars.  Nice try Goomba..                                     
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960403110419QPAV05ACHHL71A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: WHO'S VIOLENT?            
Posted: April 03,1996  10:09:24 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: DREW DURIGAN (VUBS79A) 
 
I support Gov. Wilson and the police officers involved.      
                                                             
Maybe if there were more of these episodes, there would be   
fewer illegal Mexicans running around and destroying         
California.  Think about it!                                 
                                                             
-Drew in Sunny Central Florida-                              
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960403100924VUBS79ACHHL71A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 



 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: WHO'S VIOLENT?            
Posted: April 02,1996  23:55:49 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: GREG SHAW (KSNR30A) 
 
All these wetbacks are flooding the country and taking our   
jobs. We as Americans are no longer welcome anywhere else in 
the world so why do we allow ANYONE to emigrate? It's alway  
Yankee go home. Okay I will and take my air conditioning,    
VCR, TV, CD's, Advanand medicine, computers, and lastly but  
not least AMERICAN FOOD with me. Oh And you can have back    
Grandma and Grampa who are living over here on our social    
security and pensions. Time was when emigrates were educated 
and contributated to our country, now they are nothing but a 
DRAIN on our resourses. About the last emigrate to           
contribute anything was Albert Einstein. He help with the    
A-BOMB. Nothing but bums since. Close the boarders TIGHT!!!  
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960402235549KSNR30ACHHL71A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: WHO'S VIOLENT?            
Posted: April 02,1996  23:31:29 
To: ROSS CAMPBELL III (ASWJ89A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
Maybe its the extortion and other abuses of the Mexican      
People by the Mexican ruling class that is chasing these     
folks here.  Hopefully, we'll seal our borders and round up  
the "illegals" and dump them back over the border, just like 
Wilson wants, and that will cause a Revolution there that    
will result in true liberation and a reapportionment of land 
and wealth to make up for centuries of oppresssion.  Then    
the People won't need to come here for work.                 
                                                             
We should be thankful no-one was killed for then the         
lawsuits would truly be mega.                                
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960402233129CHHL71AASWJ89A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: WHO'S VIOLENT?            
Posted: April 02,1996  23:19:56 
To: JAMES COLLINS (QPAV05A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
Greg, James and Keith:                                       
                                                             
When you hear of an old truck carrying 20 men at around      



140 lbs each thats nearly a ton and a half of weight, you'd  
have to be pretty gullible to believe it managed to do 85mph 
much less 100.                                               
                                                             
What police frequently do in high profile cases is exagerate 
the facts in order to get public opinion on their side.  The 
other side doesn't have the same media access, so the cops   
get a free ride in molding public perceptions to fit their   
story.  The FACT reported is the chase covered 70 miles and  
took two hours.  Thats an average 35mph.                     
                                                             
The rhetorical fast one the police are pulling is actually   
the speed at which police cars traveled to CATCH UP to the   
chase, not the speed of the chase itself.  Crowded freeways, 
heavy loads and steep hills always conspire to keep speeds   
down.                                                        
                                                             
We can see clearly the lies of the police in the statement   
of the deputy who claimed that he was being pelted by BEER   
cans.  As if he could tell the difference between a Bud and  
a Pepsi at 100mph!                                           
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960402231956CHHL71AQPAV05A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: WHO'S VIOLENT?            
Posted: April 02,1996  22:49:39 
To: GREG BRODZINSKI (FXTS32A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
Greg,                                                        
                                                             
Do you happen to recall the Temecula Tragedy several years   
ago?  A Border patrol agent spotted a truck filled with      
People he believed to be "illegal" so he gave chase.  The    
chase was not on the freeway but on suburban streets, but it 
was high speed.  It ended when the truck collided with a car 
filled with a young, local family.  The family of four was   
killed and so were 17 Mexicans.                              
                                                             
I don't know if the Border Patrol agent received a promotion 
for his decisive action that saved us Americans the extreme  
hardship of allowing these "illegals" to pick our food while 
enduring sub-standard conditions and sub-minimum wages, but  
I guess Gov Wilson pinned a medal on him.  IMAGINE!  This    
hero, this paragon of red, white and blue patriotism, this   
brother of the FBI and ATF, SINGLEHANDEDLY prevented 17 hard 
working "illegals" from being employed by some mega-farm!    
                                                             
And all it cost was four innocent lives!  Unless, of course  
you count those 17 illegals as "innocents."  I'm sure there  
are some bleeding hearts who would have you believe those    
17 People riding in the back, not a single one of whom was   
driving, didn't deserve to die.  But they WERE breaking the  



law, and this IS America c1996, and we DO have leaders like  
Dan Lundgren and Pete Wilson, so WHY be decent?              
                                                             
After all, the voters threw out George Bush, so now we're    
no longer obligated to be a kinder, gentler Nation.          
                                                             
Yes, my friend, it was a dangerous situation to throw out    
pieces of the camper shell onto the roadway and that could   
have caused an accident fatal to innocents, but since when   
does law enforcement care about innocents?  They are not     
capable of learning from past tragedies. Instead when they   
see the chance of reducing California's 500,000; "illegals"  
by TWENTY whole People, they go for it! Why cut the chase?   
                                                             
And if they can vent their adrenaline in the process, thats  
just icing on the cake.                                      
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960402224939CHHL71AFXTS32A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: WHO'S VIOLENT?            
Posted: April 02,1996  22:27:31 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: ED COOPER (WGXK57A) 
 
The incident in LA yesterday is another example of how our   
country is being invaded form south of the boarder. These    
members of the Sheriffs department were doing their job and  
looking for illegal aliens entering the country. When they   
spotted the truck carrying off those Mexicans the truck took 
them on a high speed chase, which endangered the lives of    
innocent people. Most of them escaped and the 2 that were    
beaten should be lucky they weren't killed. Our law          
enforcement officials should be given permission to use      
deadly force to stop this invasion. I saw the film of the    
woman being lead from the jail. Why wasn't she thrown on the 
next truck south? It's time we stopped playing games with    
these criminals that steal our welfare, healthcare,  and     
jobs. Ed                                                     
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960402222731WGXK57ACHHL71A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: WHO'S VIOLENT?            
Posted: April 02,1996  21:55:59 
To: GARY JACKSON (JNPB89E) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
Gary,  I listened to Rush today, (at least the monologue,    
and then intermittently,) and there was no sign of concern   
about this breakdown of "law 'n order."                      



                                                             
He did talk at length about his affection for cigars and     
food.  He talked about a picture in the NY Times of Bob      
Dole in Bal Harbour and a bathing suit, and that segued him  
into a discussion of a good restaurant there which got him   
onto his favorite one in Kansas City.                        
                                                             
Cigars and food.  I guess Rush's way of addressing the John  
McSherry tragedy.                                            
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960402215559CHHL71AJNPB89E 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: WHO'S VIOLENT?            
Posted: April 02,1996  19:17:39 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: ROSS CAMPBELL III (ASWJ89A) 
 
Can you imagine how much money would be extorted from the    
familys of Americans who pulled the same crap in Mexico?     
     Now these illegals will no doubt extort money from the  
American taxpayer in the form of lawsuits, that will         
probably be initiated by the Mexican-American Legal Defense  
Fund.  America..Land of Plenty...OF CHUMPS!                  
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960402191739ASWJ89ACHHL71A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: WHO'S VIOLENT?            
Posted: April 02,1996  12:29:08 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: JAMES COLLINS (QPAV05A) 
 
These illegals almost killed other drivers, threws articles  
from their camper shell at the police, etc.  Good law        
abidding citizens?  I think not.  These scumbags are         
lawbreaking human trash.  If they had killed someone you     
probably would still think they were victims.  They got what 
they deserved.  I am a taxpayer who has no tolerance for     
criminals.                                                   
                                                             
"Vote Democrat - it's better than working!" - Joe Illegal    
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960402122908QPAV05ACHHL71A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: WHO'S VIOLENT?            
Posted: April 02,1996  12:05:00 



To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: GARY JACKSON (JNPB89E) 
 
I couldn't agree more. What galls me though is the fact that 
you will undoubtedly hear conservatives claiming no          
brutality took place. Somehow, we missed the threatening     
violent gestures of the guy they were beating. Sadly, more   
and more,the word conservative can be easily interchanged    
with racist. I think I'll listen to rush limbaugh today so I 
can hear his gallant defense of this latest instance of      
brutality caught on tape.  Gary                              
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960402120500JNPB89ECHHL71A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: WHO'S VIOLENT?            
Posted: April 01,1996  23:07:49 
To: ALL 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
Tonight's news brings us yet another revolting videotaped    
display of police brutality.  The tape was made by KCAL TV   
from a helicopter in broad daylight and shows clearly the    
end of a 70 mile chase by Riverside Deputies of a truck      
carrying apparent undocumented workers.                      
                                                             
The truck stopped and about 20 people jumped out and ran     
into the bushes.  No-one was armed and no-one made any       
threatening moves.  One man stayed behind to help a woman    
get out of the cab and he was accosted and brutally beaten   
by two officers.  The tape showed he was unarmed and did not 
resist and still he was beaten.  He wasn't even the truck's  
driver so in the eyes of the law, (though not in the eyes of 
the police,) was just an innocent passenger.  After they     
beat him they beat the woman, who was also not resisting.    
                                                             
This is the climate of America today.  If you are a member   
of an unpopular ethnic or racial group the people with guns  
and badges think they can terrorize and brutalize you with   
impunity. Law enforcement has regressed to the point where   
they now resemble Mexico's famously brutal and corrupt cops. 
                                                             
Law enforcement now acts with pure, atavistic bloodlust and  
they think they can get away with it because of the support  
they receive from professional politicians like Gov Wilson,  
who once championed Mexican workers.                         
                                                             
Wilson, a political whore if there ever was one, is willing  
to do ANYTHING for money and votes as he feeds on the fear   
and bigotry that he and his ilk have inflicted on the People 
of California.                                               
                                                             
He does not act like an American, but is now a close cousin  
to the tin-horn dictators from South of the Border.  Wilson  



will be known to History as the California Caudillo, and the 
damned thing is, he thinks that's a compliment!              
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960401230749CHHL71A 
 


